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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
OF LET’S DO IT WORLD
The year 2019 has been a transformational one for
Let’s Do It World, growing from a civic movement
into the world’s biggest environmental membershipbased network organisation, with 180 countries on
board. In this new shape, we can wholeheartedly
declare that Let’s Do It World NGO’s biggest asset,
power and source of energy is our network of active
leaders and teams from 180 countries. It places us
among the biggest environmental organisations in
the world and allows us to take and lead global

Dear friends,

actions with a high level of responsibility.

It is my great pleasure to congratulate all our

While it was a challenging year for the world at

leaders, network teams and partners for a
successful 2019 and the excellent results of World
Cleanup Day. I am very proud of the amazing work
carried out by the Let’s Do It World NGO network
teams around the globe. The great success of
World Cleanup Day 2019 could not have happened
without the huge contribution of the big-hearted
and big-thinking people serving our shared vision
– a clean and healthy waste-free world.
Our organisational values are cooperation,
positivity and people, which means that, as
movement, we believe that positive change in the
world can happen only through engagement.
Through global cooperation we will build up the
collective awareness of the power we have when
acting together. Impactful cross-sector and

large, we found great hope in seeing the growth of
environmental actions and global commitments
springing up with force, and new ways of
collaborating to tackle the environmental challenges
we face. Let’s Do It World is putting action at the
forefront by building strong collaborations between
governments, civil society and businesses.
2020 is a year in which everyone and anyone all
around the world must take decisive action. It is
clear that the environmental challenges we face
cannot be addressed by any one entity or institution
alone – we must act together. Let’s Do It World is
counting on its worldwide network and our partners
and stakeholders to help us make a difference, as we
have all done together in the past. Only together,
through positive collaboration, can we deliver on our
mandate for people and planet.

multinational cooperation will extend the
boundaries of what we can achieve – and this is

Let’s make a difference. Let’s do it!

crucial to make the necessary positive shifts in
society. We are grateful to all our leaders, network
teams and partners for the trust and continuous

Heidi Solba

belief they hold in global collaboration.

President & Head of Network
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MESSAGE FROM THE FOUNDER
OF LET’S DO IT INDIA
With one of the highest population density in India,
right action quickly brings impactful numbers. Our
state leaders led teams of magnanimous sizes, it was
a great exposure and learning platform for them. To
reward their efforts Let’s Do It India will be hosting
the Leader’s Conference in Summer of 2020.
This incident dates back to the spring of 2015. After
finishing my lecture at the Delhi University Campus
area in Delhi, i saw a group of students littering
around a tree. That incident remained a thought seed
for long, bothering me to realise that cleanliness was
getting neglected even within the educated students.
Teaching the millennial generation as a Professor of
Ethics at Campus Law Center, Delhi University, I
came to a good realisation that everyone was excited
to be a part of an impactful project for a cause. Soon I
started doing regular cleanup drives with my
students and my journey began. It fills me with
immense pride that today we are a team of 1.6
million across 29 states. With head and hopes high
we aim to take it to greater heights this year.

Dear friends,
2020 is the start of a new decade. With more

It is my great pleasure to congratulate all our

awareness to climate change, people are starting to

leaders, support teams and our partners for a

realise that it is equally essential to give it back to

successful 2019 and the excellent results of World

mother earth. We are trying our level best to spread

Cleanup Day by Lets Do It India. It has been 4 years
since the inception of the Let’s Do It India team.
From a thought seed we have grown into a family
of 1.6 million socially aware citizens. It fills me
with great pride to see everyone coming together

the word and to leave an impact for a better future
for our upcoming generations. We must remember,
we borrowed this place for our lifetime.
Let’s make a difference. Let’s do it!

like a team to work towards a good cause.
We are thankful to our partners who were our
backbone throughout our journey.

Pankaj Choudhary
Founder Lets Do It India
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MISSION, VISION & VALUES

Mission:
Vision:

Let’s Do It World is a global movement that
tackles the solid waste crisis by mobilising

A clean and healthy waste-free world.

millions of positive-minded people into
coordinated local and global actions.

Values

Cooperation:
Acting Together

Positivity:

People:

We take action instead of

Change happens in people

pointing fingers

and through people

IMPACT 2019
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IMPACT 2019

29

16L+

29 States throughout nation

16 Lakh volunteers

9

44,000

9 SDGs supported

Over 44,000 tonnes of
Waste picked up

IMPACT 2019
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Photo: (L to R) Heidi Solba, LDIW President; Siim Kiisler, UNEA 4th President; and Pradeep Singh,
LDII Director at the LDIW Conference, Tallinn, Estonia
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LDIW & THE UN SDGS
Let’s Do It World is proactively working to support 9 of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs), but positively impacts upon all 17.

The 9 supported SDGs are:

IMPACT 2019
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How LDII meets the 9 supported
SDGs

SDG 12: Responsible Consumption and Production
L e t ’s D o I t Wo r l d a i m s t o e n s u r e t h e

SDG 3: Good Health and Well-being

environmentally sound management of waste
throughout its lifecycle, and to significantly reduce

Cleaning up mismanaged waste improves access

its release to air, water and soil, in order to

to clean water and significantly decreases the

minimise its adverse impacts on human health and

spread of water-borne diseases. Waste dumping

the environment. World Cleanup Day is organised

and incineration cause air, water and land

in collaboration with various stakeholders,

pollution — the root cause of many lethal diseases.

including global corporates and local government.

By cleaning up waste and supporting the creation

Through these partnerships, we provide them with

of waste management systems, World Cleanup

an opportunity to help develop a plan for how to

Day helps to decrease the number of deaths

produce and consume more responsibly moving

caused by pollution.

forwards.

SDG 6: Clean Water and Sanitation

SDG 13: Goal Climate Action

Cleaning up mismanaged waste improves access

Mismanaged solid waste, both in nature and in

to clean water in the short term, while the

landfill, is a producer of potent greenhouse gases

behavioural change that World Cleanup Day aims

such as methane and carbon dioxide. To decrease

to bring about will lead to less pollution in the long

the impact of climate change, we also need to

term. Educating people about proper waste

significantly reduce the amount of waste generated

management helps society to adopt lower impact

in the first place. Let’s Do It World promotes

behaviours and increases the efficiency of using

improving reuse, recycling and more efficient

water as a resource. Cleaning up mismanaged

resource usage, to decrease the amount of

waste from land helps reduce the leakage of

greenhouse gases that would otherwise be released

pollutants into water bodies — around 80% of

during the production of new items.

marine pollution comes from land-based sources.
SDG 14: Life on Land
SDG 11: Sustainable Cities and Communities
One of the objectives of Let’s Do It World is to help
Let’s Do It World supports the protection of

people and organisations to adopt low-impact

cultural and natural heritage by raising people’s

behaviours, in order to stop the irresponsible use of

awareness of waste-related impacts and their own

resources - a major cause of deforestation,

responsibility to act on them. Let’s Do It World

desertification and biodiversity loss. Producing less

aims to improve waste management systems in

waste, using products for a longer period of time,

cities and communities so that leakages from the

and reusing or recycling products means reducing

circular economy are minimised, and less waste

production, which in turn means a more efficient

ends up in nature. We support people to take an

use of resources and less pressure on our eco-

active role in creating better waste management in

systems. Reducing the amount of mismanaged

their own communities.

waste in nature also means reducing a key source
of pollution and potential harm to wildlife.

IMPACT 2019
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SDG 15: Life below Water

and provide an opportunity for people to take

Around 80% of global marine pollution comes from

positive action. Moreover, the fight for resources has

land-based sources. The dirty packaging that ends up

been the cause of many conflicts in the history of

in our oceans carries with it nutrients and chemicals

the world. Educating people and organisations to

that negatively affect marine ecosystems, causing

effectively use resources should therefore result in

issues such as eutrophication. Marine pollution is

fewer reasons to fight over them.

lethal to many sea creatures, which either mistakenly
eat the waste or get trapped inside it.

SDG 17: Partnerships for the Goals
SDG 16: Peace and Justice Strong Institutions

We believe that we can only make the necessary
transformation to a new and sustainable society

After the first cleanup action in Estonia in 2008, the

through collaboration, by working together.

number of civil society organisations involved in

Cooperation is therefore one of our core values.

waste issues and waste management in the country
grew rapidly. This provided people with more
opportunities to actively participate in decisionmaking in their community. The same model has

Let’s Do It World brings millions of people,
organisations and governments together to unite
for the shared goal of a clean and healthy world.

spread around the globe, with Let’s Do It World
cleanups acting as successful peaceful civic actions
that unite communities

Photo: Pankaj Choudhary, Founder LDII with Central Delhi Team in Connought Place, Delhi during
World Cleanup Day 2019
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Photo: A group of young volunteers in Pune, Maharashtra spreading awareness
on littering during World Cleanup Day 2019.
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THEORY OF CHANGE

What is the idea behind our chosen activities?
How we are going to achieve our goal of clean and healthy, waste-free world?
This is all laid out in our Theory of Change:

OUR STORY
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OUR STORY
The Beginning

Let’s Do It India

The Let’s Do It World movement began in Estonia

Let’s Do It India is the Indian chapter of ‘Let’s Do It

in 2008, when 50,000 people came together to

World’ organisation which aims to reduce the

clean up the entire country in just five hours.

problem of illegally dumped waste in our country

Together, participating Estonians collected more

and conduct regular cleanup activities.

than 10 000 tons of mismanaged waste from
natural spaces and public areas.

An important motive of Let’s Do It India is to
promote a greater understanding of the connections

On that day, a global bottom-up civic movement

between people and their environment and to

was born. And it wan’t long before it started to

encourage creative thinking through hands-on

spread like wildfire around the globe. Their

education on waste management. We empower our

achievements captured the imaginations of people

community to protect and preserve the

worldwide, who were inspired to follow suit with
the same ambitious ‘one country, one day’

environment through environmental education and
creative exploration.

formula.
Core to our beliefs is the notion that people want to
do the right things; all they need is a little
encouragement or incentive. We believe that people
are naturally responsible; if we encourage them to
care for their favourite places, to pick up after
themselves and others, then our trails will become
self-sufficient, clean, and more enjoyable.

Photo: Participants of Let’s Do It India network in Aizawl, Mizoram
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The simple act of cleaning has become a force that
binds together groups, individuals and

Action

organisations that would otherwise never dream of

In 2011, a new international initiative called Let’s

working towards the same goal.

Do It World was started, World Cleanup 2012, with
the aim of promoting a number of coordinated

Today, the movemenhas grown into a network of

country-wide cleanups to happen all within the

180 countries. Altogether, 56 million participants

same six month period — from 24 March 2012 to 15

have been engaged in the movement’s activities to

September 2012. The Let‘s Do It Foundation was

date.

founded to coordinate this project.
After the success of this initiative, a more
ambitious goal was set — to coordinate a single day
of global cleanup actions, World Cleanup Day 2018.

The Formation of Let’s Do It World
NGO
The First World Cleanup Day

By 2018, the civil society network behind World
Cleanup Day had become strong and powerful. It

17.6 million people from 157 countries took part in

was time to make the bonds even stronger by

World Cleanup Day on 15 September 2018 — the

becoming a collaborativelygoverned organisation.

biggest ever peaceful civic action against waste in

The new organisation would nurture and govern

human history.

the Let’s Do It World movement, and serve the
movement in achieving its vision of a clean and

10 years after its birth, the simple idea has grown

healthy world.

into a global movement with millions of volunteers
led by charismatic leaders.

The decision to establish a new organisation was
taken during the Clean World Conference 2019 in
Tallinn, Estonia, in January 2019. The new
membership-based non-profit organisation,

OUR STORY
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Let’s Do It World, was founded on 26 February 2009.

environmental actions of the Let’s Do It World
global movement, inspire and empower Let’s Do It

Let’s Do It World works to organise World Cleanup

World leaders to raise awareness about waste

Day and coordinate a network of organisations of

issues, and help move countries towards more

up to 180 countries. The organisation enables Let’s

sustainable solutions for the long-term. Members

Do It World country leaders to be global change-

are working according to the Let’s Do It World Keep

makers. Its main objectives are to support and

It Clean Plan, and Zero Waste and Circular Economy

coordinate the

principles.

Core Team Let’s Do It India

Board of Advisors

OUR STORY
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National Team Members of Let’s Do It India-15

OUR STORY
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National Team Members of Let’s Do It India-15

GOVERNANCE
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Photo: Participants, Members and Volunteers of the Let’s Do It India in Delhi

NETWORK & MEMBERSHIP
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NETWORK & MEMBERSHIP

The biggest power of the Let’s Do It organisation is our network, which allows us to globally unite, mobilise,
empower and act together. As a non-profit, membership-based organisation we take pride in being governed
collectively — bringing all of our network into the decision-making process.
Members of Let’s Do It India have the right to elect and be elected to the Board of Directors and other
positions, receive information about the work of Let’s Do It India, make propositions to the Board of Directors,
participate in the events organised by Let’s Do It India and receive relevant support and guidance from Let’s Do
It India.

Photo: Members of Let’s Do It India network led by Saveio KH in Imphal, Manipur, India during
World Cleanup Day 2019 event

GOVERNANCE
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GOVERNANCE
We work collaboratively, harnessing the diversity of our global movement; Let’s Do It India is governed by all
members collectively. The General Assembly has the right and obligation to elect members of the Board of
Directors; approve the Let’s Do It India annual report, budget and activity plan; and elect the organisers of
collective actions (such as World Cleanup Day, Annual Meetings and Conferences, etc.).
According to the Articles of Association, the members of the Board of Directors must be elected by the General
Assembly from among the candidates put forward by Let’s Do It India members. As 2019 was the first year of
the Let’s Do It World organisation, the Board of Directors was initially elected by the Founder members, for the
duration of 2019 only. Going forwards, board members will be elected by the General Assembly and for a
duration of two years.

Diagram: The governance structure of Let’s Do It India NGO in 2019

GOVERNANCE
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WORKING GROUPS
After the establishment of the Let’s Do It World organisation, six working groups were formed to establish
various policies and principles as to how the network should function.

Governance

Strategy

Led by: Pradeep Singh

Led by: Ashray Singh

Aim: To establish how the network should be led.

Aim: To work out Let’s Do It India’s vision and mission,

Outcome: Creation of the Let’s Do It India Election

values, short and long term strategy, Action Plan

Policy, definition of management bodies, and

2019-2020 and KPIs.

establishment of their roles and responsibilities.

Outcome: The Strategy creation process is ongoing and
will continue in 2020.

Membership
Led by: Naveen Singh Rathor

Ethics

Aim: To work out the membership criteria for the

Led by: Jayant Singh Bundela

Let’s Do It India organisation.

Aim: To work out the Code of Ethics and its

Outcome: Creation of the Let’s Do It India

implementation in Let’s Do It India.

Membership Policy, which sets out who can be a

Outcome: As the working group is related to the Strategy

member of the Let’s Do It India organisation,

Workgroup, work will continue in 2020 following the

membership liabilities and rights, associated

strategy process.

membership, membership fees, etc.

Funding

Partnership

Led by: Mridul Sharma

Led by: Samer Talwar

Aim: To define Partnership policy and rules.

Aim: To define Partnership policy and rules.

Outcome: The task of the Funding working group is to

Outcome: Creation of the Let’s Do It India Partnership

work out the financial sustainability model for Let’s Do

Policy and development of the Let’s Do It World

It India.

sponsorship packages.

Executive Director for 2019-20
Pradeep Singh
Executive Director LDII & National Leader WCD India
The Board of Directors nominated Pradeep Singh as Director of Let’s Do It
India for 2019. He was one of the founders of the Let’s Do It India
movement when it began.

COMMUNICATION
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As a global organisation, most of our communication takes place online — more specifically through social media
channels, which are widely available and easy to use in most countries of the world. The following is a short
overview of each channel in 2019.

Facebook
Facebook is our main channel on social media and

136K

has the largest number of followers. Let’s Do It
World’s official and central Facebook channel, @
worldcleanupday2020, had 136,749 followers as of 3
January 2020.
In addition to the central Facebook page, there are

Facebook Likes

142 country-specific Facebook pages, with over half
a million aggregated followers.
Most of these pages are managed locally in local
languages, but local teams are encouraged to follow
the Let’s Do It World and World Cleanup Day brand
guidelines and to frequently share central content
with their audiences.

160K
Twitter
As a newly registered organisation, we created a
brand new Twitter account, @letsdoitworld1, to

Twitter Reach

avoid confusion with other organisations and
cleanup initiatives.
Work is in progress to obtain the ‘Verified by
Twitter’ blue badge and to increase the followership,
which currently stands at just under 200 people.
Despite this low number of followers however, our
Twitter posts still managed to reach 160.2 thousand
people between 1 April 2019 and 1 January 2020.

60K
Instagram
Instagram was our fastest growing social media
channel in 2019. The number of followers of @

Instagram followers

worldcleanupday. Let’s Do It World grew from 10k to
over 60k through the course of the year, and
continues to grow.
*Note: Data as mentioned in Annual Report Lets Do it World

COMMUNICATION
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LinkedIn

420

LinkedIn This channel is primarily used to
communicate with the corporate world and with
our partners. Let’s Do It World’s LinkedIn page
currently has 419 people and organisations
following it, and is getting some valuable attention
f r o m t h e L i n k e d I n c o m m u n i t y. A k e y

LinkedIn Connections

communications goal for 2020 is to source and
create more LinkedIn and partner specific content
to be shared on this channel.

100K

Website
We share our main news stories and essential
organisational information on our website,
www.worldcleanupday.org. The central global
website received more than 100 000 new visitors in

New website visits

2019.

Photo: Control Room sessions from the Let’s Do It India Headquarters in NCT Delhi
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LEADERS ACADEMY
To work together as a global network, we must be united, well-bonded and share a common set of goals. One of the greatest
opportunities to achieve this is through the Let’s Do It World network designed Leaders Academies. From 2016-2019, 15 Leaders
Academies have been conducted. In 2019, Leaders Academies for Asia and Latin America were conducted for the first time.
Leaders Academies provide future leaders with knowledge & skills, networking, awareness about resource management, shared
values, personal growth and other important skills and knowledge necessary to succeed as an effective leader. The Academies
also act to bring together and include our partners, with whom we have achieved great results through mutual cooperation.
The Leaders Academies were led by Johnny Azpilicueta from Spain and Anca Banita from Romania.

Photo: Mr. Kiran Rijiju, Union Minister of State for Home Affairs India and Mr. Riho Kruuv, Estonian Ambassador to India in an event hosted by Mr. Pankaj Chaudhary
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WORLD CLEANUP DAY 2019
On 21 September 2019, World Cleanup Day united 16,89,392 people throughout the nation to rid our planet of trash –
cleaning up litter and mismanaged waste from our beaches, rivers, forests, and streets. This constitutes 0.1% of the
nation’s population, joining together to make an impact and create awareness of the global waste problem.
Let’s Do It World’s ultimate goal is to involve 5% of the world’s population in cleanups. This is the tipping point to create a
shift in mindsets and transition in societies – to create real and lasting change.

Photo: Volunteers gathered in Imphal during World Cleanup Day 2019
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Photo: Groups in-action during World Cleanup Day 2019.

WORLD CLEANUP DAY 2019
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SUMMARY BY NATIONAL DIRECTOR
OF WORLD CLEANUP DAY 2019

A firm believer of the nascent potential of
educated, aware and sensitised youth to facilitate
much needed goal of ‘Sustainable
Development.’

World Cleanup Day 2019 is still one of the
most cherish-able memory of my life and I
believe I am also saying this on behalf of each
and every member of my national team. It was
a spectacle to see such a wide-scale impact
that we were able to bring throughout the
nation. Organising, promoting, partnering for
the event was an enthralling journey. The
results were motivating to say the least.
I have been working towards Environment
Sanitation, serving as Treasurer in ‘Hari Prem
Welfare Society,’ a Non-Government
Organisation based out of India. Throughout
my journey I have been driven to channelize
limited available resources towards a healthy
and sanitised locality.

Since the beginning of 2019, we have been on
the look for youth leaders for upcoming Tier-2
and Tier-3 cities. When we started picking
traction, as more volunteers started registering
them online. Soon we realised that this year it is
going to be on a massive scale. With great
power comes great responsibilities, though it
sounds just like a day, World Clean Up Day
2019 was a complete year long journey. With
everything planned and structured, it was a
beautiful sight to see the hastags trending on
twitter, whatsapp, drives and dropbox being
filled in with more and more images with each
passing second. As a social worker, 21
September 2019 was definitely a high point of
my life. Today, I feel motivated, driven and
empowered enough to deliver a bigger, better
and larger Cleanup Day in times to come.
Most importantly, I would like to thank my
National Team, who put in all their efforts and
time to make it a success. Also, the board of
advisors who were a strong backbone and an
integral part of the broader vision. Lastly, our
partners, they have been kind and supportive
throughout our journey. With such a well
structured team, we look forward to enhancing
our impact in this global fight with waste.

Pradeep Singh

NETWORK & MEMBERSHIP
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IMPACTS
71K

40K

Andhra

Arunachal

Pradesh

Pradesh

38K
Assam

23K
Bihar

34K
Chhattisgarh

19K

95K

22K

25K

12K

Goa

Gujarat

Harayana

Himachal

Jammu

Pradesh

and
Kashmir

28K

41K

1.5L

1.1L

14K

Karnataka

Kerala

Madhya

Maharashtra

Manipur

Pradesh

11K

6K

81K

24K

Meghalaya

Mizoram

Nagaland

Orrisa

Punjab

37K

9K

18K

13K

46K

Sikkim

Telangana

2.32L

52K

1.6L

46K

1.3L

Uttar

West Bengal

Delhi

Puducherry

Chennai

9K

Rajasthan

Pradesh

Tripura

Uttaranchal

WORLD CLEANUP DAY 2019
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Graph: : The impact that was targeted by countries through World Cleanup Day 2019

World Cleanup Day is a perfect tool to spark the transition into a more sustainable society, and Let’s Do It World country
teams have a clear idea of what they are each aiming to achieve through the event.
In many countries (27%), the main aim of World Cleanup Day is increased awareness and responsibility for waste
management. Waste reduction per household/society or going zero waste (9%), changing attitudes and behaviours (16%),
achieving better recycling rates (4%) and reducing single-use plastic (4%) are the next most popular objectives.

WORLD CLEANUP DAY 2019
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Photos:: Daily nationals coverage after World Cleanup Day 2019

WORLD CLEANUP DAY 2019
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Photos:: Twitter coverage of WorldCleanUp Day 2019

KFIs
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KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
LDIW Key Perfomance Indicators will evaluate the success of Let’s Do It India and demonstrate how effectively Let’s
Do It India is achieving its strategic objectives.
We evaluate the success of our 2019 World Cleanup Day as follows:

Key Perfomance
Indicator

Description

Method

Target for 2019

2019 Results

The number of people
participating in World
Cleanup Day

How many people
came out to collect
waste on 21 Sept in
total.

Call center on 21
September and
country reports.

5% of population of
participating
countries (17,8 mio in
2018)

16 Lakhs

The amount of
collected waste
during the World
Cleanup Day

How many tonnes of
waste was collected
during World Cleanup
Day.

WCD 2019 Waste
Report

100,000T

44,000T

The number of
followers in Social
Media

Number of followers
in total - including
both local network
channels and WCD
global channels

Social media data
analysis

10 million

FB main page: 136,749
followers Instagram:
60K followers Total in
all pages: 0,5 million
followers

The reach in digital
media

Reach in World
Cleanup Day social
media and LDIW
network countries in
total.

Social media data
analysis

100 million

187 million

App data analysis

10,000

1148

App data analysis

3,500

458

8 out of 10

8,4

How many
trashpoints were
The number of
created before the
trashpoints mapped
World Cleanup Day on
the relevant apps.

The number of
trashpoints cleaned

The happiness of
leaders in the
network

How many
trashpoints were
marked as cleaned
during the World
Cleanup Day on the
relevant apps.

How impactful and
meaningful is the
work that leaders are
doing, how strongly
Network survey 2019 8
leaders feel they
out of 10 8,4
belong to the network
& how much deserved
recognition leaders
receive.

WORLD CLEANUP DAY 2019

Photos: Volunteers at the ‘Mo Beach’ Campaign during World Cleanup Day 2019 in Puri, Odisha
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WORLD CLEANUP DAY 2019
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BLUE INITIATIVES
Blue Initiatives is a novel endeavour by Let's Do It, India towards
some basic and applied efforts for the conservation of the blue
planet - Our Own Earth by sound and sustainable traditional,
indigenous and scientific approaches.
Our home ‘planet earth’ comprise of ~71% of water. The presence
of it makes a special planet among the rest in the solar system.
Hence can be judiciously called as ‘Blue Planet’. Water the blood of
the earth, rivers are its veins and the forest the lungs which
sustains life on earth. Anthropogenic intervention has an
irreversible bearing on the climate and thereafter on other system
thus endangering all life forms including humans’.
We are committed to constantly keep abreast with latest scientific
trends for the betterment and sustainability of our surrounding
and improvise it for regional requirements.

WORLD CLEANUP DAY 2019
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PROGRAMS AND ACTIONS
RIVER CLEANUP AND RESTORATION
Rivers are the Lifelines of Human civilization. Unfortunately,
Human forgot the roots of its own existence and leading to
potential damage of rivers and its variety of life forms. Our
objective is to make river free from plastic and others pollutants
so that Sustainable Development Goal: Life Below the water can
be achieved.
BIODIVERSITY AND RESOURCE MONITORING
We are constantly working on the diversity and distribution of
marine flora and fauna. Also, we aim at the conservation of IUCN
red listed flora and fauna.
COASTAL AND BEACH CLEANUPS
Plastic and other anthropogenic debris are menace to the coastal
biota. Our objective is to make coastal fronts plastic free. Few
drives were conducted at Carbyn’s Cove and Marina Park,
Andaman. We intend to conduct similar programmes at
Havelock Island (Swarajdweep), Neil Island (Shaheedweep) and
other prominent tourist destinations. Our aim is to generate
employment and sustainability of local community
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DISASTER RISK AND MITIGATION
Identification and mapping of disaster and hazard prone zones.
Training are imparted to the local community for co-existing with
disasters. Rehabilitation and escape-route mapping for disaster
risk reduction and mitigation.
COMMUNITY LIVELIHOOD AND MITIGATION
Traditional knowledge and its importance are by and large
undocumented. Our Motto is to fuse traditional knowledge with
technology for sustainable livelihood. Either ways addresses the
findings to the local community and government as well.
GIS AND REMOTE SENSING
This is the backbone of all our initiatives of the organization. All
our endeavours are archived, spatial represented and analysed
scientifically. This team supports other verticals.
CAPACITY BUILDING PROGRAM
Tailor-made training are conducted on regular basis for amateur,
semi-professionals on GIS, Remote Sensing, biodiversity mapping,
bird watching, nature photography, vulnerability assessment, and
Environmental impact assessment.
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DIGITAL CLEANUP DAY
Almost all online activities increase our carbon footprint. In 2009,
McAfee published a report which said that it takes the same
amount of energy to deliver billions of spam e-mails as two
million US households use in a day. By 2025, it is estimated that
data repositories will be using a fifth of all produced energy, as
well as be some of the greatest polluters.
“The world is in lockdown, many countries have imposed severe
restrictions of movement on their citizens who have to face weeks
between their house walls. I am sure they have already cleaned
their possessions, now it’s time to turn attention to the digital
clutter of their lives,” said Heidi Solba, The President and Head of
Network of Let’s Do It World NGO.
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PARTNERS

contribution in achieving the vision of the Let’s Do

Partnership Policy

It India.

The Let’s Do It India Members formed a

As an exception to the points outlined above, Let’s

Partnership working group currently led by Samer

Do It India may enter into partnership under the

Talwar and Mridul Sharma from Let’s Do It Delhi

following conditions:

Team. The aim of this working group was to define
the organisation’s partnership policy and rules.

1) employees of an organisation take part in the
World Cleanup Day or any other campaign led

The Partnership and Supporters Policy provides

by Let’s Do It World,

the guiding principles and general framework for
Let’s Do It India’s network.

2) the partnership agreement contains the
concrete commitments and actions by the

The most important elements relate to the topic of

partner side for improvements in sustainability,

how to recognise greenwash, and how best to work

e.g reduction of waste and implementing

w i t h p a r t n e r s t o av o i d a ny a t t e m p t s a t

principles of a circular economy,

greenwashing. Let’s Do It India does not accept any
partnerships which have the aim of greenwashing
in any way.

3) communication by a partner cannot convey a
false impression that a company or its products
are more environmentally sound than they

In light of this, any partner, supporter or funder

really are due to a partnership with Let’s Do It

may advertise or communicate its partnership

World, which would be considered as a

with and contribution to Let’s Do It India, but

greenwash attempt.

cannot create the impression that Let’s Do It India
certifies either the partner, supporter or funder’s

Let’s Do It India collaborates with partners and

environmental credentials, or that of their

s u p p o r t e r s i n a s p i r i t o f t r u s t , h o n e s t y,

products or services.

responsibility, transparency and maximum access
to information regarding the management of

Let’s Do It India will refuse to enter into a

resources and the results, in pursuit of the highest

partnership if a partner is involved in any product,

level of social and economic accountability and

services or activities that conflict with Let’s Do It

responsibility

India mission, goals, values or activities. Specific
decisions on entering into any partnership will
depend on the reputation and practices of the
individual organisation involved, and on the
potential of the partnership to make a significant
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THANK YOU PARTNERS!

Let’s Do It World relies on a broad and diverse set of collaborative relationships and partnerships in all parts of
the world to pursue its vision and implement its activities. Our collective efforts depend on the support and
resources of civil society, public and intergovernmental organisations, foundations, corporations, communities
and individuals.

We express our deepest gratitude to our partners for their trust and much-needed
support!
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